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THE UK’S WEALTH

• UK IS 5 or 6 largest world economy 

• Grown three fold since 1995 

• 5/7 of that, 5 trillion pounds, is represented by 
one factor alone: houses

• This is not because we’ve built large number 
of homes but because the cost of land has 
increased exponentially 



“If some of us grow rich in our sleep, where do 
we think this wealth is coming from? It 

doesn’t materialise out of thin air. It doesn’t 
come without costing someone, another 
human being. It comes from the fruits of 

others’ labours, which they don’t receive.”

John Stuart Mill 1848



WINNERS AND LOSERS

• Boost pre-1995 property owners: they have 
liquidated their equity to purchase goods and 
improve their standard of living.

• Also deregulated buy to let finance so used 
equity to fund landlords

• ‘Bank of mum and dad’ 9th biggest lender

• Property and lands taxes reduced

• Inheritance tax thresholds increased



WINNERS AND LOSERS

• Low and middle income households on 
average waited 3 years to save for a deposit in 
1995 whereas it takes them 20 years today

• Inexorable increase in rents in the PRS – on 
average 36% of income spent on housing costs 
rather than 10% in 1980s.  This percentage 
gets higher the lower down the income scale.

• Meantime security of tenure weakened by 
ASTs and retaliatory evictions



WINNERS AND LOSERS

• Meantime social housing reduced by RTB and 
transformed by use of RSLs (HA etc) and flexible 
tenancies 

• Trend set to continue with forced sale of High 
Value Council Houses and extending RTB to RSLS 

• Mass privatisation: Haringey’s HDV and global 
property developer Lendlease.

• Huge increase in the nations housing benefit bill 
deepening housing inequality



RACE AND ECONOMIC STATUS

• BAME households  more likely to live in poverty: 
BAME 35.7% /White 17.2% of.

• Disadvantaged in job market. BAME with degrees 
2.5 more likely to be unemployed than White 
workers with degrees. Black workers with 
degrees are paid 23.1% less on average than 
White workers with degrees.

• Over-concentration of BAME households in the 
most deprived neighbourhoods in Britain’s cities, 
linked lower health outcomes.



RACE AND HOUSING

• BAME households are also far more likely to 
live in overcrowded, inadequate or fuel poor 
housing than white households

• One in six ethnic minority families have a 
home with a category 1 hazard under the 
housing, health and safety rating system

• Less likely to own their home

• Over last two decades homelessness has 
grown in BAME communities – 18-36%



THEN CAME AUSTERITY 

• 2010 – George Osborne “we are all in it together”
• Except we weren’t 
• While the poorest tenth of households will on 

average lose about 10% of their income by 2022 
– equivalent to £1 in every £8 of net income – the 
richest will lose just 1%, or about £1 in every 
£250 of net income

• Households in the bottom half of the income 
scale would lose about £1,500 a year, while the 
top 20% of households would lose between £200 
and £600.



AUSTERITY 

• Welfare reforms target housing benefit – pushing 
those reliant on state benefits towards the same 
less affluent areas and often away from their 
families and support networks

• Linked to increased evictions and use of 
Foodbanks as people make savings elsewhere

• The estimated £4bn boost from the national 
living wage was dwarfed by savings of £14bn 
from cuts to working-age welfare.



AUSTERITY

• BMJ years of declining mortality rates have 
been reversed – 120,000 deaths connected to 
austerity

• Massive underfunding  in LA services including 
adult social care and children’s services 

• The proportion of households with insufficient 
income to live healthy lives has risen to just 
under 25 per cent during the austerity years.



AUSTERITY: deepening racial impact

• Ethnic minority households will be more 
adversely affected by austerity than white 
households; the average loss for black families is 
5% of income – more than double that for white 
families.

• Since 2010, there has been a 49% increase in the 
number of 16 to 24 year olds across the UK from 
ethnic minority communities who are long-term 
unemployed, compared with a fall of 2% if you 
are White.  Twice as likely to be in insecure 
contracts



Moral issue?

PM Cameron responded to criticism from the 
Church about growing rates of destitution that 
austerity

"… about doing what is right. Nowhere is 
that more true than in welfare. For me the 
moral case for welfare reform is every bit as 
important as making the numbers add up." 



PROTECTIONS: discrimination

• Equality Act 2010

• Part 4 (Premises) of the Equality Act 2010 
imposes a duty on people when selling, renting, 
assigning or managing premises not to unlawfully 
discriminate against people who have a protected 
characteristic. This applies to premises in both 
the public and private sectors.

• Direct or indirect discrimination

EG Fergus Wilson “No coloured people because 
of the curry smell at the end of the tenancy.”



Discrimination contd/

• Focus on individual acts may detract from 
bigger structural problems and avoid tough 
questions about race and housing

• 2010 Act not equipped to deal with those

• Difficulties of tackling Government’s Right to 
Rent Scheme, the pilots for which 
demonstrated that it caused discrimination, 
and LA social housing residency requirements 
which have a negative impact on BAME 



Public sector equality duty

• Reverse/positive discrimination not a significant 
feature of UK discrimination law/policy

• PSED intended to promote (but not prescribe) the 
goals of non- discrimination, advance equality of 
opportunity and good relations

• Has arguably become the last defence against 
policies which threaten to diminish the 
achievements of those goals therefore PSED 
useful but not transformative 



PROTECTIONS: Human Rights Act 1998

• No right to a home and v. limited obligation to 
provide shelter to particularly vulnerable 
groups – Roma in Bulgaria

• A14 used to tackle bedroom tax/benefit cap 
but unsatisfactory  ‘auctions of misery’ and 
test very low: “manifestly without reasonable 
foundation” – E.g only 11-16% escape the cap 
by working



European Court of Human Rights

• No recognition of socio-economic status as a 
relevant status for Art 14 discrimination

• Garib v. Nederlands: gentrification lawful 

• Single mother not permitted to accept an 
offer of alternative accommodation from her 
landlord because she did not earn enough to 
qualify for a residence permit in that part of 
Rotterdam 



What’s missing?



s.1 Equality Act 2010

• Bring into force the socio-economic duty 
contained in the Act – at least it would require 
public authorities to establish the impact of 
their decision making on existing socio-
economic disadvantage 

• Koldo will discuss this later



‘HRA plus’

Enshrine economic, social and cultural rights 
found in the UN Covenant: 

• right to adequate standard of living (food, 
housing and clothing)

• work and just conditions of work

• social security and 

• highest obtainable standard of health 



Progressive realisation

• ESR are not only about minimum standards –
the conditions necessary for human 
flourishing are greater than what is needed 
merely to survive.

• Obligation on states in Art 2(1) UNCESRC: 

“take steps... to the maximum of its available 
resources, with a view to achieving 
progressively the full realization of the rights 
recognized in the present Covenant”



Principle of non-retrogression

Measures which are retrogessive are unlawful 
unless they are: 

• Temporary

• Necessary and proportionate

• Must not disproportionately affect the rights 
of disadvantaged and marginalized groups, 
and 

• Respect the core content of rights 



The UN on 23.06.16

• After reviewing the evidence CESCR declared the 
cap and other austerity measures to be in breach 
of Articles 11 and 2(1) and called for their repeal

• Measures hit disadvantaged hardest

• Considered reductions in inheritance and 
corporation tax and cuts in HMRC’s tax evasion 
team and failure to address offshore tax havens 

• Not satisfied using maximum available resources

• Findings echoed by UNCRC and UNCRPD



The UK on 23.06.16

• Leave vote linked to failure of austerity: the 
more unequal society becomes the less trust 
people have in it

• Racism and race based crime increasing

• UK threatening to become a tax haven if it 
doesn’t get the deal it wants

• Pressure on public expenditure likely to grow

• Risk to numerous social rights



CONCLUSION: Need for enforceable 
ESR never greater

• Law is not a panacea: legal action must be 
embedded in social movements and political 
activism 

• Yet no political project to tackle discrimination 
can succeed without using the law to its full 
effect

• In the respect poverty is not only a consequence 
but a cause of discrimination  

• We need ESR to help tackle not only inequality 
but the root causes of inequality
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